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A. Personal Statement 
My expertise is in the neurobiological mechanisms underlying pain and analgesia.  Over the past 20 years, 
my research has focused on the impact of organismal factors such as sex, age, and neuroendocrine status 
on the central transmission of pain and its modulation by opiates. Two research areas in particular lay the 
foundation for this proposal. First, I have pioneered research on the neural mechanisms underlying sex 
differences in pain systems. My laboratory was the first to demonstrate that sex differences in mu opioid 
receptor expression within the midbrain periaqueductal gray (PAG) provided a primary mechanism 
underlying the sexually dimorphic effects of morphine on pain modulation. This line of study has been 
extremely productive, generating nineteen publications, two externally-funded grants, and multiple national 
and international invitations to speak on the topic. Second, I have made important discoveries regarding 
the long-term consequences of neonatal pain and elucidated the neural mechanisms by which early life 
pain causes long-term (likely permanent) changes in stress and pain responses. We were also the first to 
provide evidence that appropriate analgesia at the time of injury can prevent these long-term changes in 
stress and pain. This line of study has also been productive and has resulted in ten high profile papers, 
with two more in press. The current application extends this work to an investigation of pain in the elderly in 
order to elucidate age related changes in pain modulation. The studies outlined in this proposal will 
investigate the influence of advanced age on the ability of morphine to alleviate persistent pain. These 
studies will utilize a ‘systems’ level approach to determine the central mechanisms whereby morphine 
sensitivity is reduced in aged animals, focusing specifically on age-induced changes in mu opioid receptor 
signaling in the PAG. I have a strong expertise in the neural circuitry of the PAG, a brain region critical for 
mediating the effects of both endogenous and exogenous opiates on pain modulation, as well as in the 
methods to be used in this project. As indicated by my publication record, I am confident that I have the 
requisite expertise to successfully complete these experiments. 

I have been able to maintain an active research program while having significant administrative duties as 
Associate Director of the GSU Neuroscience Institute and its interdepartmental Brains & Behavior 
education and research program. This administrative work began with the Institute’s formation in 2007. My 
work in helping to establish this new academic unit and its graduate and undergraduate degree programs 
took considerable effort and impacted my success in obtaining new significant grant funding. Nevertheless, 



 

 

I maintained my research through several internal funding mechanisms and establishment of successful 
collaborations while I pursued renewed external funding to continue my work. I have published thirteen 
peer reviewed manuscripts in excellent journals in the past five years.  During my eleven years at GSU, I 
have successfully mentored five Ph.D. students. Three of my former students now have faculty positions at 
research institutions and are actively teaching and conducting research. Two of my most recently 
graduated students are post-doctoral fellows in top-notch Neuroscience programs at the University of 
Minnesota and Emory University.  

Here I list some of my higher profile publications: 

(1) Loyd DR, Wang X and Murphy AZ (2008) Sex Differences in Mu Opioid Receptor Expression in the Rat 
Midbrain Periaqueductal Gray are Essential for Eliciting Sex Differences in Morphine Analgesia. Journal 
of  Neuroscience 28:14007-14017. 

(2) Eidson LN and Murphy AZ (2013) Blockade of Toll-like Receptor 4 Attenuates Morphine Tolerance and 
Facilitates the Pain Relieving Properties of Morphine. Journal of Neuroscience 40:15952-15963. 

(3) Victoria NC, Inoue K, Young LY and Murphy AZ (2013) Long-term dysregulation of brain corticotrophin 
and glucocorticoid receptors and stress reactivity by single early-life pain experience in male and female 
rats. Psychoneuroendocrinology 38:3015-3028.  

B. Positions and Honors 
Employment 
1995-1996 Visiting Research Scientist, Rijksuniversiteit Groningen, The Netherlands 
1996-2001 Assistant Professor, Dept. Anatomy & Neurobiology, Univ. of Maryland School of Medicine 
2001-2004 Associate Professor, Dept. Anatomy & Neurobiology, Univ. of Maryland School of Medicine  
2004-2007 Associate Professor, Dept. Biology, Georgia State University, Atlanta, GA 
2007-present Associate Professor, Neuroscience Institute, Georgia State University  
2007-present Associate Director, Neuroscience Institute, Georgia State University 
 
Awards & Honors 
2003-2004 NIH Ad Hoc Member, IFCN-4, Special Emphasis Study Section 
2003-2006  National Science Foundation reviewer, Neuroendocrinology Division 
2005-2011  Treasurer, Sex, Gender and Pain, International Association for the Study of Pain 
2005-2013 Member, Institutional Animal Care & Use Committee 
2006-present Executive Committee, Organization for Studies on Sex Differences  
2006-2011 Committee on Elections, Society for Behavioral Neuroendocrinology  
2008-2012 Co-President, Sex, Gender and Pain, International Association for the Study of Pain  
2009-2011 President, Atlanta Chapter of the Society for Neuroscience 
2009-present Advisory Board, Society for Behavioral Neuroscience  
2009-present Newsworthy Abstract Review Committee, Society for Neuroscience  
2011-present  NIH Reviewer, NIDA-NIH Cutting Edge Basic Research Awards 
2013 Local Organizing Host, Society for Behavioral Neuroendocrinology 
2014-present Ad-Hoc Member, Pathophysiological Basis of Mental Disorders and Addictions Study Section 
2014-present Committee on Elections, Society for Behavioral Neuroendocrinology 

C. Contribution to Science 
Sex Differences in Morphine Analgesia 

Opiate-based analgesics, including morphine, are the primary therapeutic agents prescribed for the 
alleviation of persistent pain. Recent preclinical and clinical studies suggest that morphine does not 
produce the same degree of pain relief in females as it does in males. Indeed, it has been shown using a 
variety of acute and persistent pain assays that females require twice the amount of morphine as a male to 
produce comparable levels of pain modulation.  I have made several important discoveries to elucidate the 
mechanisms underlying sex differences in morphine analgesia. Using in situ hybridization, 
immunohistochemistry and receptor autoradiography, we have reported that mu opioid receptor expression 
and binding within the ventrolateral PAG, a critical site for morphine action, is two-fold higher in males in 
comparison to females. We have further shown that neurotoxic lesions of PAG MOR almost completely 
reverse the analgesic effects of systemic morphine. Current studies in the lab are using neuron-specific 
viral vectors to overexpress MOR in the PAG of females to make them more ‘male-like’ in their 



 

 

responsiveness to morphine.   
 
a. Wang X, Traub RJ and Murphy AZ (2006) Systemic morphine produces a greater degree of analgesia 

in male versus female rats in a model of persistent pain. American Journal of Physiology: Regulatory & 
Integrative Comparative Physiology. 291: R300-6.  

b. Loyd D and Murphy AZ (2006) Sex differences in the anatomical and functional organization of the 
midbrain periaqueductal gray-rostral ventromedial medullary pathway: A potential circuit mediating the 
sexually dimorphic actions of morphine.  Journal of Comparative Neurology 496: 723-38. 

c. Loyd DR, Wang X and Murphy AZ (2008) Sex Differences in Mu Opioid Receptor Expression in the Rat 
Midbrain Periaqueductal Gray are Essential for Eliciting Sex Differences in Morphine Analgesia. Journal 
of Neuroscience, 28: 14007-14017. 

d. Loyd DR and Murphy AZ (2014) The Neuroanatomy of sexual dimorphism in pain and opioid analgesia.  
Experimental Neurology. 259: 57-63. 

  
 
Long Term Impact of Early Life Pain  

Approximately 1 in 6 infants are born prematurely each year. Typically, these infants spend 25 days in the 
Neonatal Intensive Care Unit (NICU) where they experience 10-18 painful and inflammatory procedures 
each day. Remarkably, pre-emptive analgesics and/or anesthesia are administered less than 30% of the 
time. Unalleviated pain during the perinatal period is associated with permanent decreases in pain 
sensitivity, blunted cortisol responses and high rates of neuropsychiatric disorders. My laboratory has 
made important discoveries elucidating the neural mechanisms by which these long-term changes in stress 
and pain occur, and we were the first to provide evidence that appropriate analgesia at the time of injury 
can prevent these long-term changes in stress and pain physiology.  We reported in rats that inflammation 
experienced on the day of birth (P0) permanently upregulates central opioid tone, resulting in a significant 
reduction in adult pain sensitivity. These changes in central endogenous tone are present within 24 hrs 
following P0 injury, and remain elevated into adulthood. Our studies are also the first to show that a single 
injury on the day of birth significantly reduces sensitivity to acute anxiety- and stress-provoking stimuli, yet 
increases sensitivity to prolonged and unpredictable stressors. In parallel, enkephalin levels in brain 
regions responsive to stress, anxiety and pain are upregulated following injury, and blockade of opioid 
signaling with naloxone reverses the observed changes in pain- and stress-related behavior. These 
findings suggest that opioid dysregulation underlies the injury-induced changes in behavioral sensitivity, 
which is consistent with clinical reports in former preterm infants. This work has important and direct 
translational implications for NICU practices. Our recent studies have looked at pain processing at another 
life state by examining the impact of advanced age on opiate modulation of pain.  Persons aged 65 and 
older represent the fastest growing segment of the population, yet remarkably there are no data on age-
related changes in the molecular and cellular processes in the central neural circuits that subserve pain 
and analgesia. As it is currently estimated that 45-80% of person’s aged 65 or older suffer from chronic 
pain on a daily basis, this information is critical for the development of age-appropriate analgesics. 

 
a. LaPrairie J and Murphy AZ (2007) Long-term consequences of neonatal pain are exacerbated in 

female rats.  Pain, 132: S120-9. 
b. LaPrairie J and Murphy AZ (2010) Neonatal Injury Alters Adult Pain Sensitivity by Increasing Opioid 

Tone in the Periaqueductal Gray. Long Term Impact of Neonatal Injury in Male and Female Rats: Sex 
Differences, Mechanisms and Clinical Implications. Frontiers in Neuroendocrinology, 3: 1193-202. 

c. Victoria NC, Inoue K, Young LY and Murphy AZ (2013) A Single Neonatal Injury Induces Life-Long 
Deficits in Stress Responsiveness and Increases Brain Enkephalin Expression. Developmental 
Neuroscience, 35: 326-337. 

d. Victoria NC, Karom, MC, and Murphy AZ (2015) Analgesia for early life pain prevents deficits in adult 
anxiety and stress. Developmental Neuroscience, 37: 1-13.  

 
Role of Glia in Morphine Tolerance 

Opioid-based narcotics remain an integral part of clinical pain management with morphine being one of the 
most effective drugs. However, morphine efficacy is limited by the development of tolerance, defined as the 
need for steadily larger doses over time to maintain effective pain relief. An abundance of evidence has 
accumulated indicating that CNS glial cell activity facilitates pain transmission and opposes morphine 



 

 

analgesia. The midbrain periaqueductal gray (PAG) is an essential neural substrate mediating pain 
modulation and the development of morphine tolerance, however the role of glia in opiate analgesia and 
tolerance has largely been ignored. My laboratory was the first to demonstrate that administration of 
morphine, in the absence of persistent inflammatory pain, results in rapid development of morphine 
tolerance that is accompanied by a significant increase in PAG glial activation.  By contrast, persistent 
inflammatory hyperalgesia, induced by intraplantar administration of Complete Freund’s Adjuvant (CFA), 
significantly attenuates the development of morphine tolerance. Our studies have further shown that 
chronic morphine administration activates PAG glia via the innate immune receptor toll-like receptor 4 
(TLR4), a crucial step for tolerance development. Our most recent data demonstrate that TLR4 activation 
induces cytokine release with the PAG, including tumor necrosis factor alpha (TNFα) and IL-1β. Increased 
release of TNFα reduces astrocytic glutamate transporter (GLT-1 and GLAST) expression, resulting in a 
net increase in PAG neural excitability. Sequestration of PAG soluble TNF (solTNF) using a dominant-
negative lenti-virus completely reverses the development of tolerance, indicating that solTNF mediates 
morphine tolerance in the PAG via neuronal TNFR1 signaling and augmentation of glutamate homeostasis. 
This work has direct translational implications for strategies to pharmacologically manage pain while 
minimizing tolerance. 

 
a. Eidson LN and Murphy AZ (2013) Persistent peripheral inflammation attenuates morphine-induced 

periaqueductal gray glial cell activation and analgesic tolerance in the male rat. Journal of Pain 14: 393-
404. 

b. Eidson L N and Murphy AZ (2013) Blockade of Toll-like Receptor 4 Attenuates Morphine Tolerance and 
Facilitates the Pain Relieving Properties of Morphine. Journal of Neuroscience 40: 15952-15963. 

c. Eidson LN, Inoue K, Young LJ, Tansey MG and Murphy AZ (in press) Periaqueductal gray toll-like 
receptor 4 modulates morphine tolerance via soluble tumor necrosis factor signaling. 
Neuropharmacology. 

 
Complete List of Published Work: http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/?term=Murphy+AZ 
  



 

 

D. Research Support 
Pending Research Support 

1 R01 DA041529 A1  Murphy (PI)     07/01/2016-06/30/2021 
36%, unfunded   
Aged animals require significantly more morphine than adults to reach comparable levels of pain relief. The 
goals of this project are to elucidate the neural mechanisms underlying this age-induced shift in opiate 
efficacy, focusing on μ opioid receptor expression and signaling within the midbrain periaqueductal gray. 
Role: PI  
Overlap:  The current application is a revised version of this grant. 

 
1 R01 DA039426-01   Murphy (PI)    05/01/2016-04/30/2021 
not funded, resubmission 7/2016   
Burn injury affects over 450,000 persons each year and is one of the most challenging forms of pain to 
manage.  While opioid-based analgesics are amongst the most effective and prevalent therapeutics used 
for severe burn pain management, these drugs rapidly lose their ability to provide pain relief due to 
tolerance.  This application focuses on the role of glia in burn pain and seeks to identify ways to maximize 
pain relief while concurrently minimizing opiate abuse and addiction. 
Role: PI  

 Overlap:  none 
 
Completed Research Support 

Brains & Behavior Seed Grant, Georgia State Univ.   07/01/2013-06/30/2014 
Studies funded by this GSU internal seed grant were focused on the neural mechanisms underlying 
changes in adult stress responses as a consequence of early life pain. 
Role: PI 
 
Brains & Behavior Seed Grant, Georgia State Univ.   07/01/2012-06/30/2013 
Studies outlined in this GSU internal seed grant focused on age-induced changes in μ opioid receptor 
signaling within the PAG and the development of a neuron-specific viral vector to overexpress MOR.  
   

 


